
SINGLE TOUCH PAYROLL (STP)  
Employee Commencement 

Concept Paper 
Purpose:  The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is exploring options to deliver an integrated and streamlined employee 

commencement service that will enable employees to complete their on-boarding form electronically using their 
Employer’s business management software (BMS) or online services. 

 
 This Concept Paper defines the scope of Employee Commencement to be explored and outlines proposed design 

concepts that will be evaluated against scenarios using input by stakeholders for suitability and refinement. This 
Concept Paper has been developed by the ATO in collaboration with the Employee Commencement Micro Focus 
Group to identify high level conceptual solutions. 

 
Scope: This ‘project’ will deliver solutions to streamline tax and super interactions for the employee commencement 

process and will provide the framework to support ongoing tax and super interactions throughout the hire to retire 
process.  

 
 It is proposed that initial implementation will include electronic processing of the; TFN Declaration, Withholding 

Declaration, Choice of Super Fund, Medicare Levy Variation forms, an Employee/Contractor Evaluation 
Service/Tool* and the Voluntary Agreement for Pay As You Go Withholding form (Contractors).  

 
* Subject to scope/scheduling confirmation 
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Summary 
Intent of initiative:  Employee Commencement is a government initiative included in the Single Touch Payroll program of work aiming to 

streamline the employee commencement process for Employees, Employers and their Intermediaries.  

Background/context 
Single Touch Payroll (STP) law was legislated on 16 
September 2016, forming part of the Budget Savings 
(Omnibus) Act 2016. As part of the Single Touch 
Payroll (STP) program of work, the Australian Taxation 
Office (ATO) is committed to working with industry 
and end users to deliver services that will streamline 
the employee commencement process for 
employees, employers and their intermediaries. The 
ATO acknowledges its contribution is part of a wider 
hire to retire process and are committed to solutions 
that add value to this broader process.  
 

New employees are required to provide tax and super 
details when starting a new job. However, as part of 
this process, employees can supply incorrect 
information which leads to reverse workloads for their 
employers.  The ATO is exploring options that will 
enable it to exchange validated employee tax details 
and choice of super fund data with employers, 
intermediaries and employees. To support these 
processes, the ATO needs to be able to authenticate 
the identity of the individual employee to a high level 
of confidence. The Government does currently 
support authenticated lodgement for individuals using 
myGov services.  
 

However, an improved Trusted Digital Identity 
Framework (TDIF) is proposed to enable employees to 
allow the ATO to share their data and super fund 
choice directly to their employer.  
 

The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is working with 
Digital Service Providers (DSPs) on Single Touch 
Payroll to design Employee Commencement. This 
presentation outlines several solution design concepts 
for discussion with the industry working groups.  
 
 

Drivers for change 
• Streamline and reduce inefficiencies: The current 

employee commencement process is complicated and 
requires manual intervention for employees, employers 
and intermediaries to interact with government.  

• Improve data capture: Employees provide incorrect 
details when on-boarding, because they do not clearly 
understand the content on the tax and super forms.  

• Improve data quality: Collecting data from the data 
owner/source and the sharing of validated information 
can better support employees in making informed 
decisions and alleviate downstream processing errors or 
inefficiencies.  

• Government policy initiative: The Government 
announced in  a media release on December 2015 that 
Single Touch Payroll would include an option for 
individuals commencing employment to complete their 
Tax File Number (TFN) declaration and superannuation 
standard choice forms using ATO Online or through their 
employer’s business management software.  

http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/ 
 

Principles/Design Considerations 
• The ATO will collaborate and co-design with industry and 

end users to understand and deliver user-centric 

solutions. 

• The solutions need to be flexible to accommodate 

different employer business models and variations in 

DSP/BMS employee commencement steps and 

sequencing. The solutions should be designed to support 

ongoing tax and super choice of fund interactions that 

occur throughout the hire to retire process.  

• Solutions need to support employers with differing 

levels of digital capability. 

 

 

• Where possible, data will be sourced, validated and shared 

(including prefill) by the appropriate data owner to reduce 

risk of processing inefficiencies and improve data quality.  

• Solutions need to accommodate the diverse community 

groups, including; those without a TFN, people with a 

disability, end users with limited digital capability, and non-

English speaking background.   

• There are existing legislative constraints around employee 

information the ATO is currently able to share with 

employers and intermediaries. 

• Sharing of information depends on what the employee has 

made available to the employer and only if the employee 

has indicated they want their employer to retrieve their 

chosen fund information from the ATO, the ATO could 

disclose that information to their employer. 

• The ATO is currently unable to provide a method for an 

individual to authenticate through their employer’s 

software. However, the framework for an individual 

authentication and authorisation solution has been 

proposed for implementation in late 2018. 

• The employee commencement process should allow 

consideration of an employee’s existing superannuation 

accounts, the employer’s default (MySuper) fund, the 

employee’s SMSF, or a completely new super account with 

no inherent bias to a particular fund or sector. 

• The process should not encourage unnecessary 

proliferation of multiple member accounts. Fund selection 

and avenues to facilitate consolidation of multiples must 

be made available to employees.  

• The process should avoid creation of ‘false’ choices (e.g. 

Fund not accepting contributions) which will only lead to 

re-work/exceptions by employee and employer.  

 

http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/
http://kmo.ministers.treasury.gov.au/media-release/042-2015/


The following conceptual high level solutions have been outlined in this paper to streamline the employee commencement process. The proposed 
solutions also provide the framework for ongoing tax and super choice of fund interactions.  
 

• EmployerTICK (ETICK) and Fund Validation services (FVS) – There are existing ETICK and FVS services available to validate employee TFNs and return 
core super fund details (respectively) to the employer’s BMS. There is an opportunity to enhance these services as part of Employee Commencement 
outcomes (subject to business need).  

• BMS initiated employee commencement  – Navigates employees from their employer’s Business Management Software (BMS) to ATO Online 
employee commencement using myGov authentication*. The link to ATO commencement services will include employer details for pre-fill. Submitted 
forms can then be retrieved near real-time. Note: Initial implementation of this solution is limited in that it only supports employees registered (or 
registering) for a myGov account  and linked to ATO Online services (which requires a TFN).  

• Individual initiated via myGov - Enables an employee to log in to ATO Online (using myGov authentication) to on-board*. Note: Initial 
implementation of this solution is limited in that it only supports employees registered (or registering) for a myGov account  and linked to ATO Online 
services (which requires a TFN).  

• BMS/ATO integrated employee commencement – a proposed framework for the delivery of integrated BMS/ATO tax and super commencement that 
enables an employee to complete the commencement process with their employer’s (or intermediary’s) BMS. That is, this solution does not require 
the employee to link to ATO commencement services, because the necessary information will be made available in the BMS (subject to employee 
permissions). The employee will be required to authenticate using the proposed whole of government Individual Authentication & Authorisation 
framework. Note: This solution requires law change in order to be implemented.  

 

* Initial implementations will use myGov to authenticate employees, however there may be an opportunity to leverage an upcoming government Trusted 
Digital Identity Framework (TDIF), particularly for non-myGov or non-TFN employees, in a subsequent release.  
 

It is proposed that these solutions be delivered iteratively and will initially (Mar/Jun 18) support the following interactions/forms:  

• Tax File Number Declaration (NAT 3092) 

• Withholding Declaration (Variation upwards – NAT 3093; Variation downwards – NAT 2036) 

• Choice of Super Fund (NAT 13080) 

• Medicare Levy Variation (NAT 0929) 

• Voluntary Agreement for Pay As You Go Withholding (NAT 2772) 

• Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool ** 

Note: Paper and ATO Online services will continue to be available for those employees who do not wish to submit their tax and super information using 
employer software.  

** The Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool has been recommended for inclusion (scope and scheduling to be confirmed) to improve on the existing Employee/Contractor Decision Tool.  
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Employee Commencement Scope 



Expected outcomes  

CURRENT PAIN POINTS 
 Manual intervention required – at various points 

within the employee commencement process, 
employees and employers are required to undertake 
manual or separate steps to complete the process.  

 Complexity of tax and super forms – employees 
complete forms incorrectly because they do not 
understand the language, content, questions and 
ordering on current forms.  

 Poor understanding of super and choice options – 
Many employees obtain a new super account for 
each new job. When commencing a new job, they do 
not readily understand their super fund choice 
options (employer default, existing account, or other 
product) nor do they have their super details on 
hand for completing forms. Employees have limited 
access, understanding and transparency of their 
super details and options.  

 Incorrect data/ownership – Employees may 
inadvertently provide incorrect data (including 
typos) where they are not the source of the data. For 
example, employment type or tax treatment are 
often incorrect.  

 Government legislation – Current legislation restricts 
data sharing of employee details.  
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OUTCOMES 
 Streamlined - Deliver streamlined and integrated ATO 

interactions for employees, employers and intermediaries. 

 Easier tax and super forms - Questions are ordered in a 
meaningful way, using terminology that employees 
understand. Where possible, information will be pre-filled to 
assist in completing tax and super details accurately.  

 Super transparency and understanding - Improve quality 
of information, transparency and access for employees to 
understand and make informed decisions about their super. 
Use clear language that encourages understanding, supports 
informed decision-making and reduces rework. Display or 
prefill existing super accounts to provide employees the 
opportunity to consolidate their existing super accounts and 
reduce account proliferation.  

 Data ownership -  Source validated data from the data 
owner to prevent errors and double-handling. 

 Government policy/legislation – review and request 
policy/legislative change to support streamlined interactions 
between ATO, employers, employees and authorised third 
parties.  
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Solution overview 

E-tick and Fund Validation Service 
(currently unscheduled) 

BMS initiated employee commencement 
(proposed Jun 2018) 

1 

2 

Existing Employer TICK (ETICK) and Fund Validation Service (FVS) 

Employees linked to online  ATO on-boarding form from employer’s 
software (BMS) and near real-time retrieval of employee’s form by 
employer’s software 

 Use of existing ETICK service to validate employee TFN and core fund 
details prior to lodgement of TFN declaration and super contributions 
(respectively) 

 Existing SBR2 ETICK message format is currently XBRL, not XML. Business 
requirement to shift to XML to be confirmed.  

 Enables authenticated employees to link to ATO Online on-boarding form 
(using myGov authentication) from their employer (or intermediary’s BMS) to 
complete their TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration, Choice of Super 
Fund, Medicare Levy Variation, Voluntary Agreement for Pay As You Go 
Withholding  and access the Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool 
online)  

 Includes prefill of some employer details  and BMS Id and supports employers 
with multiple BMS 

 Simpler form content and improved understanding of superannuation 
 Completed on-boarding forms will be made available in near-real time to BMS 
 Initial release limited to myGov only employees (with a TFN) i.e. does not 

account for those applying for a TFN or with TFN exemption code. However, 
there is a development opportunity to leverage the proposed government 
TDIF in a subsequent release to support non-myGov registered clients.  

4 

 Links employees from employer’s software (BMS) to government identity 
exchange to authenticate and allows the employee nominate their tax and super 
information for prefill in their employer’s BMS 

 Proposed future state for integrated ATO and BMS commencement and ongoing 
tax and super related interactions  

 Data sourced and validated from data owner 
 Streamlined and integrated commencement experience for employees within 

their employer’s BMS 
 Highly authenticated solution, including employees with no myGov and 

potentially no TFN 
 May be expanded to support additional ATO form/transaction types processed 

throughout the hire to retire process (in addition to those delivered in Mar/Jul 
18) 

* This solution is contingent on both technical infrastructure change for individual 
authorisations and authentication and legislative change.  

BMS/ATO integrated employee commencement solution where 
employees authenticate using WoG services and retrieve their tax 
and super information within their employer’s software 

BMS/ATO integrated employee 

commencement  (proposed Mar 2019) 

Individual initiated via myGov  
(proposed Sep 2018) 

Employees log in, using myGov authentication, to ATO Online on-boarding  

3 

 Enables authenticated employees to complete an ATO Online on-boarding form 
(including TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration and Choice of Super fund, 
Medicare Levy Variation and Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool online)  

 The form included prefill of ATO validated employee details as part of the on-
boarding process  

 Improved form content to better support employee understanding and 
transparency of superannuation 

 Supports save & resume function and save & print option to enable employees to 
provide their on-boarding form to their employer 

 Initial release limited to myGov only employees (with a TFN) i.e. does not account 
for those applying for a TFN or with TFN exemption code. However, there is a 
development opportunity to leverage the proposed government TDIF in a 
subsequent release to support non-myGov registered clients.  
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ATO proposed roadmap 

BMS initiated 

E-tick and Fund Validation 

 
Employees link from employer’s software to ATO Online (using myGov authentication) to complete their on-boarding details. Some employer details and BMS Id prefilled into 
employee’s on-boarding form.  
 

Improved data quality 
 Highly authenticated employees using government authentication services (myGov) 
 Employee and employer details prefilled, validated and improved form usability 
 Improved integration with BMS and supports multiple BMS Ids 
 Data sourced and validated from the data owner 
 Supports TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration, Choice of Super fund , Medicare Levy Variation form, Voluntary Agreement for Pay As You Go Withholding ,and 

Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool 
Improved workflow for employers 
 Employee data is validated and available to the employer in a timely manner (near real-time) to assist the employer with meeting completing their on-boarding process and 

meeting their obligations 
 Provides employers with validated employee details including nominated  super details 
 Improves data integrity for downstream processing, such as determining the employee’s correct tax treatment 
 Prefill of employer’s default fund details reduces the likelihood of reverse workflow for employers 
 Access to near-real time, validated data streamlines workflow and reduces rework 
 Not fully integrated with employer BMS  
 No TFN employees, non-myGov employees and employees with a TFN exemption cannot use this service 
 

Development opportunity 
 Authentication via proposed government Trusted Digital Identity framework (TDIF) to support non-myGov and no TFN employees 

 
Existing services to validate TFN and fund details. 
 

 Cost-effective solution for businesses 
 Lower risk 
 No prefill 
 No integration 
 Does not align with current infrastructure of Business Management Software (current ETICK message format is SBR2/XBRL not SBR2/XML) 
 

Development opportunity 
 ETICK may be updated from message format SBRL to XML 

TODAY 

PROPOSED JUN 2018 

ETICK services 

 Need to confirm business requirement for converting ETICK to XML (No service updates currently scheduled) 
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ATO proposed roadmap 

PROPOSED MAR 2019 

BMS/ATO integrated 

Integrated BMS/ATO end state design for ATO employment interactions where employees authenticate using the proposed government Trusted Digital Identity Framework and 
provide permission for select tax and super details to be shared with their employer’s BMS.  
 

This solution supports prefill of tax and super information (subject to employee permission) used to determine tax treatment and to meet lodgement obligations  into the employer’s 
natural BMS (requires law change). 
 

Improved data quality 
 Government authenticated (including non-myGov and no TFN clients) 
 Streamlined interactions (contained within the employer’s natural BMS) and prefill of ATO provisioned data to employer’s BMS 
 On-boarding is integrated into employer’s BMS to deliver a consistent experience for employees within their employer’s software 
 Provides employers with validated employee details that improve data integrity for determining tax treatment and provides validated super nomination details 
 Improved data quality attributed to prefill of employer’s default fund details 
Improved workflow for employers 
 Prefill of employee’s authorised tax/super details including debt details to streamline hire to retire processing 
 Data sourced and validated from data owner 
 Validated employee data is available to the employer is a timely manner to assist the employer with meeting their obligations 
 Provides framework for potential Whole of Government opportunities 
 Law and policy change required to support this solution 

Individual initiated via myGov  

PROPOSED SEP 2018 

 

Employees log in to myGov directly and navigate to ATO Online to complete their on-boarding details. 
Improved data quality 
 Government authenticated lodgement 
 Improved data quality attributed to prefill of employee details (from ATO), real time validation and improved form content and usability 
 Supports employees with TFN on-boarding via ATO Online (using myGov authentication) 
 Provides employers with validated employee details that improve data integrity for determining tax treatment and provides validated employee super nomination details 
 Improved data quality as employees are more likely to keep details updated as part of submitting/updating their employment details 
 Supports TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration, Choice of Super fund , Medicare Levy Variation form, Voluntary Agreement for Pay As You Go Withholding, and 

Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool 
 Employee required to input employer details (including default fund details and optional BMS Id) 
 

Development opportunity 
 Authentication via proposed government TDIF to support non-myGov and no TFN employees 
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ETICK and Fund Validation Services (FVS) 
Existing services to validate TFN and core fund details (respectively) 

Summary 
EmployerTICK (ETICK) is an SBR service that enables an employer to validate employee details prior to 
making the first contribution to a super fund. To use this service the employer provides; full name of 
employee, TFN, date of birth and (optionally) address. 
 

Development opportunity: There is an opportunity to update the technical implementation of the 
message structure for ETICK services from the existing XBRL format to XML format. 
 

Fund Validation Service (FVS) enables employers to access details in respect of APRA registered super 
fund, including; bank details, electronic service address, contact details, whether contributions can be 
paid to that fund, and whether rollovers can be processed. This information is used to provide details 
for employee choice and assists in paying employer contributions to the correct fund. Employers may 
obtain details of just one product by including an optional Unique Super Identifier (USI).  
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Outcome 
 The ETICK and FVS services will align with industry offerings. 

 
Design considerations 
 Does expansion of FVS and ETICK services create value to industry given other solutions proposed for 

implementation? Confirmed business need will impact requirement around ETICK shift from SBR2/XBRL 
to SBR2/XML.   

 ETICK and FVS validation requests can be triggered at any time during (or after) the commencement 
process to support the hire to retire process. Any proposed changes to existing services would need to 
account for this as part of the flow.  

 
 
 
 
 

ETICK and Fund Validation Services (FVS) cont’d 
Existing services to validate TFN and core fund details (respectively) 
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BMS initiated 
Employees navigate from their employer’s BMS to complete their tax and super details using myGov authentication and the ATO on-

boarding form. Enables employers to retrieve their employee’s tax and super details in near real-time. 

Summary 
This solution enables employees to link from their employer’s BMS to the online 
ATO on-boarding form. The employee will authenticate using myGov and will then 
be navigated directly to the on-boarding form. The BMS Id and employer details 
such as; ABN/WPN, Branch Id and Name may be passed to the ATO by the 
employer’s BMS to prefill the on-boarding form. Additional data, such as; Default 
fund (USI), Employment Basis (Full-time, Part-time, Casual etc.) may also be passed 
and prefilled.  The employee can submit their TFN declaration, review their existing 
super accounts, nominate their preferred super fund and submit their withholding 
declaration.   
 

Employee-approved data will be available for employer’s BMS.  
 
Development opportunity: The initial solution implementation would use myGov to 
authenticate employees. However, there is an opportunity to leverage the proposed 
government Trusted Digital Identity Framework (TDIF) to support authentication for 
non-myGov and no TFN clients in future.  
 
 
 



BMS initiated cont’d 
Employees navigate from their employer’s BMS to complete their tax and super details using myGov authentication and the ATO on-

boarding form. Enables employers to retrieve their employee’s tax and super details in near real-time. 
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Outcomes 
 Establishes more streamlined connection between employer’s BMS and the ATO for tax and super interactions. 
 Near real-time access to employees’ on-boarding forms, better alignment with employer and BMS sequencing. 
 Clear and easy-to-use on-boarding form, with improved screen design and ability to submit choice of super fund separate to the TFN 

declaration. 
 Improved employee understanding of superannuation and transparency of employees’ super fund accounts at time of employee 

commencement. 
 Prefill of employee, employer and BMS Id details collects data from the source to further reduce processing errors and rework (supports 

multiple BMS Identifiers). 
 Provides employees with prefilled and validated employer data  
 Provides employers with the employee’s validated choice of super fund. 
 Removes the need to validate employee TFNs using the ETICK service. 
 Continues highly authenticated online lodgement for employees. 
 Supports informed decision making for employees when nominating their chosen fund (includes; employer default fund, employee’s existing 

funds, option to elect new fund and potentially self-managed super fund nomination) 
 Supports the following tax and super transaction types as part of the on-boarding process; TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration, choice of 

Super Fund, and Medicare Levy Variation forms and Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool.  
 

Design considerations 
 Technical implementation to facilitate BMS to ATO interaction for sending of BMS and employer details yet to be defined. 
 Need to validate business need and outcomes to enable an employee to log in directly to ATO Online to complete their on-boarding details.  
 There is an opportunity to authenticate non-myGov employees (and no TFN employees) using the new Trusted Digital Identity Framework 

(TDIF) but still link to ATO commencement services. However, there is a dependency on the design and delivery of the TDIF.  
 Need to determine the appropriate identifier for retrieving a single employee record (TFN or Transaction Id). 
 This solution does not prefill employee details into the BMS to support full integration with employer’s on-boarding processes.  
 Need to consider if there is a requirement to allow updates from the employer’s BMS for submitted forms or accept/reject only (legal 

constraints may apply). 
 Requires collaboration with end users and industry groups to improve transparency and understanding of the on-boarding form. 
 Solution to provide framework to support ongoing tax and super interactions that occur as part of the hire to retire process.  
 Where selected employer default fund matches employees existing super fund details, the existing member account details may be provided 

back to the initiating employer BMS to reduce account duplication.  
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Improved data sharing 
The proposed BMS initiated design solution aims to deliver improve data sharing by sourcing data from the original data owner.  
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Individual initiated via myGov 
Enables employees to submit tax and super details using myGov authentication and the ATO on-boarding form 

Summary 
This solution enables employees who opt to log in to myGov directly to complete their on-boarding form. 
Employees are provided with a Welcome Pack by their employer, which includes employer details and 
details for how to access the ATO on-boarding form. The employee authenticates using myGov and will 
then link to ATO online services to on-board. ATO will prefill employee details (where possible) to simplify 
the process and improve data quality. Employees will input employer  details based on information 
provided by their employer  in their Welcome Pack,  including; ABN/WPN,  Branch Id, potentially BMS Id, 
default fund details.  
 

When completing the on-boarding form, employees can submit their TFN and withholding declarations, 
review their existing super accounts, nominate their preferred super fund , input their employer’s default 
fund details, and submit tax and super details.  
 
Employees will be given the option to print their on-boarding details to provide to their employer. 
Employees will be unable to submit their on-boarding form directly to the ATO.  
 

Development opportunity: The initial solution implementation would use myGov to authenticate employees. 
However, there is an opportunity to leverage the proposed government Trusted Digital Identity Framework 
(TDIF) to support authentication non-myGov and no TFN clients in future.  
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Individual initiated via myGov cont’d 
Enables employees to submit tax and super details using myGov authentication and the ATO on-boarding form 

Outcomes 
 Delivers  highly authenticated online lodgement for employees  
 Delivers the existing TFN Declaration, Standard choice and Withholding forms in a clearer and easier to use format for completion 

by employees 
 Provides employees with greater transparency of their existing employee super accounts & enables them to request consolidation 

of existing accounts online 
 Enables standard choice to be completed independently of the commencement process to facilitate update of choice throughout 

the employment lifecycle 
 Prefill of employee details reduces some processing errors and improves workflow for employers 
 Removes reliance on use of the ETICK service to validate TFNs 
 Provides employers with the employee’s validated choice of super fund (reduces downstream reverse workflow when interacting 

with funds) 
 Streamlines employer’s workflow by enabling digital access to employees’ tax and super information 
 Streamlines the completion of a range of forms and services including: TFN Declaration, Withholding Declaration, Choice of Super 

Fund, and Medicare Levy Variation forms and Employee/Contractor Evaluation Service/Tool.  
 

Design considerations 
 Not fully integrated with BMS, complete dataset is not fully sourced and validated from applicable data owner, employer details 

(including default fund) are not prefilled in on-boarding form 
 Employees without a TFN, those who choose not to quote their TFN or those who want to claim an exemption cannot use this 

service 
 Employer details will not be editable by the employee to ensure data integrity  
 There is opportunity to explore technical implementations which will enable the employer to receive the on-boarding form 

electronically e.g. portal retrieval of lodged on-boarding forms, access to data fields, registration for collection) 
 User testing with end users to validate the new on-boarding form, including; content, sequencing, prefill details, language, layout, 

whether to include BMS ID for employee output 
 Solution to provide framework to support ongoing tax and super interactions that occur as part of the hire to retire process.  
 



BMS/ATO integrated 
Enables government verified employees to lodge validated tax and super on-boarding details using their employer’s BMS 
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Summary  
This is a proposed framework to enable the integration of the ATO and Employer’s BMS for the purposes of 
authenticating  and on-boarding an employee using the new whole of government framework. This end state for 
ATO interactions is in the early stages of design/development and implementation relies on both legislative 
change and whole of government (WoG) system infrastructure changes to implement a Trusted Digital Identity 
Framework (TDIF). The design intent is to improve the quality of information available to the employer’s software 
in order to streamline employee commencement and hire to retire processes for tax and super interactions. 
Information required for these processes will be made available to employer’s BMS by authenticating employees 
(including non-myGov and no TFN clients) using the government’s TDIF and integrating ATO and BMS systems.  
 

Employees will be navigated from their employer’s BMS to a government authentication portal (which connects 
with the ATO). Once authenticated, the employee will be issued a government credential and asked to provide 
permission for the types of information they are willing to share with their employer’s BMS. The validated 
information, such as; list of existing super funds  and withholding information (subject to employee permissions) 
will be provided to support hire to retire processes.  Employees will review the information in their employer’s 
BMS and nominate their choice of fund before submission  to the ATO.  
 

* This solution requires significant legislative change to deliver and is dependent on a whole of government initiative for 
Individual Authentication and Authorisation.  
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Outcomes 
 Data is collected and validated from the data owner/source which reduces reverse workflow for employers. 
 Enables ATO provisioned data to be more readily consumed by BMS making it easier to employers to meet employment obligations 
 Provides the framework to support integrated lodgement of additional ATO form types that will further streamline the employee 

commencement process (refer ‘ATO opportunities to enhance employment digital services’ slide). 
 Provides employees with a streamlined and integrated commencement process. 
 Improves employee understanding of superannuation and transparency of employees’ super fund accounts at time of employee 

commencement. 
 Provides a consistent commencement process for employees without a TFN or myGov account. 
 
Design considerations 
 Law and policy change required to support the disclosure of employee details. 
 Use of government credential is contingent on delivery of the Trusted Digital Identity Framework (TDIF). 
 Scope and whole of government opportunities to enhance the employee commencement process to be defined. There may be 

scope to return additional validated data to the employer’s software (temporary working holiday maker, confirm existence of a 
HELP debt), however this is subject to legal constraints/change.  

 The design requires the identity to be linked to the employee's ATO record. Design needs to consider the process where client is not 
linked or known to the ATO. 

 (Refer Step 7) The ATO is unable to share protected information with a third-party, including where the employee consents to 
having their details shared with their employer. Any ATO participation in the identity framework is limited to being a ‘consumer’ of 
the proposed framework – i.e. protected information cannot be shared by the ATO across the identity exchange without legislative 
change. 

 Inability to currently identify MySuper products when displaying list of existing superfunds for employee 
 Potential system performance and capacity impacts created by calls to ATO to obtain and capture employee nominated employee 

data for prefill in BMS on-boarding form.  
 Solution to provide framework to support ongoing tax and super interactions that occur as part of the hire to retire process.  
 
 

BMS/ATO integrated cont’d 
Enables government verified employees to lodge validated tax and super on-boarding details using their employer’s BMS 
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This diagram is indicative of 
potential opportunities (as 
identified by industry) to 
improve future digital 
interactions for ATO forms in the 
employment process.  
 
Credit for this diagram: Deanne 
Windsor (ABSIA) 
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Matthew Addison ICB 

Michael Rathjen ATO 

Liam Burke ATO 

Marina Bagce ATO 

Henry Cheng ATO 

Tania Pellegrini ATO 

Ian Colhoun ATO 

Michael Connolly ATO 

Michael Corrigan ATO 

Lachlan McKenzie ATO 

Belinda Midson ATO 

Deanne Windsor ABSIA STP Micro Focus Group 

Chris Denney SuperChoice 

David Haynes AIST 

Version control 
Date Version Description 

31/07/2017 0.1 Draft discussion/concept paper for micro focus 
group review 

09/08/2017 0.2 Updated to incorporate micro focus group review 
review feedback 

06/09/2017 0.3 Updated to incorporate micro focus group review 
feedback  provided during 30/8 meeting. 

13/09/2017 0.4 Updated to incorporate micro focus group review 
walkthrough feedback and forum posts 

21/09/2017 0.5 Updated to incorporate micro focus group review 
feedback provided during 20/09 meeting. 
Updated solution name from ‘myGov’ initiated to 
‘ATO initiated’.  

06/10/2017 0.6 Updated based on 4/10 workshop discussion. ‘ATO 
initiated’ now known as ‘Individual initiated via 
myGov’  

20/02/2018 1.0 Timeframes updated for release 
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Choice: Provide TFN declaration in paper, direct employee to ATO 
Online or provide BMS login details 

Choice: May choose, at any time, to 
provide a TFN Declaration to their 

employer or directly to the Commissioner 
 

Obligation: Where chooses to make a TFN 
declaration, must be made to employer or 

Commissioner in the approved form 

  
Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 

s.202C 

If employee is 
eligible for super 

choice 

Obligation: Employer must give an employee a standard choice 
form1 

 

Choice: Employer may refuse to accept certain chosen funds2 

Choice: Eligible employee may, at any time, 
choose a super fund 

 
Obligation: If choosing a fund, must give 

employer written notice or give 
Commissioner notice in the approved 

form2 

  

Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act 1992 

1s.32N (When a standard choice 
form must be provided) 

 232FA (Employer may refuse to 
accept certain chosen funds) 
332F (What is a chosen fund) 
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Notification 

Obligation:  
 

TFN quoted: Must, within 14 days, give the TFN declaration to the 
Commissioner and retain a copy of the declaration until second 1 

July after declaration ceases to have effect1  
 

No TFN quoted: Must tell the Commissioner, within 14 days of 
employment commencing, that no TFN was provided2 

  
Obligation: Must give employee 

information, including if fund 
chosen, to the employer3 

Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 
1s.202CD 
2s.202CF 

 
Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act 1992 

3s.32F 
 

Withholding rate 

Obligation:  
 

No TFN quoted: Must, at time of making payment, withhold from 
payments at the top marginal rate 

 
TFN quoted: Must, at time of making payment, withhold from 

payments amounts in accordance with Commissioner's 
withholding schedules 

  
Obligation: Must make each 

withholding schedule publicly 
available 

Taxation Administration Act 1953 
Schedule 1, ss.15-10, 15-25 and 

16-5 

TFN quoted only, no 
superfund selected 

Obligation: Must make contributions to the employer's default 
fund 

    
Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act 1992 

s.32C 

TFN quoted and 
superfund selected 

Obligation: Must give TFN to super fund and consider the fund as 
employee's chosen fund 2 months after the employee of 

Commissioner gives notice to Commissioner 1 
  

Choice: May disclose TFN 
provided in standard choice form 

to employer2 

Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act 1992 

1s.32C 
2s.32W 
3s.32F 

Super fund selected 
only (no TFN 

quoted) 

Obligation: Must consider the fund as employee's chosen fund 2 
months after the employee or Commissioner gives notice to 

employer  
    


